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Glossary of Symbols

ax,ay,az distances between any bearing and the X-axis,

the Y-axis and the Z-axis em]

a,b,c,d

dTy,dTz

constants

displacements of the slide in the direction of

Y-axis and Z-axis

[-]

em]

dxi deviation between any bearing and the unmovable

guide in X-direction (i=1,2,···12) em]

dy. ,dz.
1. 1.

deviations between any bearing and the unmovable

guide in Y-direction and Z-direction(i=1,2,···12) em]

f,fi dynamic natural frequencies of the slide

(i=1,2,3,4,5)

jx,jy,jz moments of inertia corresponding to three coor-

[Hz]

j

ke,kq

kf,kh

m

p,g

t

dinate axes

symbol of the imaginary number

complex stiffness of the bearing (i=1,2,···,12)

algebratic summation of the complex stiffness

values ki of the bearings (i=1,2,3,4)

algebratic summation of the complex stiffness

values ki of the bearings (i=5,6,···,12)

algebratic summation of the complex stiffness

values ki of the bearings (i=5,6,···,12)

mass of the slide

constants

time variable

[kg]

[-]

[s]

x.,y.,z. coordinates of the centre point of any bearing
1. 1. 1.



in the fixed coordinate system (i=1,2,···12)

x~,y~,z~ coordinates of the centre point of any bearing
~ ~ ~

em]

ye,Ze

ye, Ze

a.,13,7

a.,13,7

in the movable coordinate system (i=1,2,···12)

coordinates of the mass centre of the slide

accelerations of the mass centre in Y-direction

and in Z-direction

angles of rotation of the slide about the X-axis,

the y-axis and the Z-axis

angle accelerations of the slide rotation about

em]

em]

-2ems ]

[rad]

sa.,ca.

sl3,cl3

S7,C7

the X-axis, the Y-axis and the Z-axis

abbreviations of the sina. and cosa.

abbreviations of the sini3 and cosl3

abbreviations of the sin7 and cos7

eigenvalue (i=1,2,3,4,5)

-2[rads ]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

W,Wi dynamic natural radian frequencies of the slide

(i=1,2,3,4,5)
-,[rads ]

second differential column matrix of generalized

{A}

[I]

[K]

[M]

[M] -,

{X}

{X}

sYmbol of the discriminant

eigenvector column matrix

unit matrix

stiffness matrix

mass matrix

inverse of the mass matrix

generalized coordinate column matrix

coordinate

[-]

[-]

[-]

[Nm-']

[kg]

[kg-']

[rad] or em]



Modelling of Dynamic Performances of Linear Guide

with Externally Pressurized Gas Bearing

J. H. Yang

Summary

This report deals with the derivation of the model of static

error motion of a guide in terms of bearing displacement changes

and the model to evaluate the stability criteria of a movable

slide in terms of bearing characteristics. The equations of motion

of the movable slide body for a general configuration were

discussed respectively both as a five-degree-of-freedom system on

which only a numerical solution can be gained and as a three

degree of freedom system on which an analytical solution can be

obtained. Furthermore, a specific problem is solved using the

model developed.

1. Introduction

The dYnamic behavior of a mechanical structure wi th the air

bearings determines the dYnamic stability of the overall

structure. Therefore, the dYnamics of the mechanical structure has

to be analyzed to ensure the smoothness of operation of mechanical

systems. That means that the model to evaluate the stability

criteria has to be obtained.

The dYnamics of the mechanical structure only correlates with

the dYnamic natural freguency [5] of the mechanical systems with

externally pressurized gas (EPG) bearings as well as it correlates
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with the mass and the moments of inertia of the mechanical

structure which are constants. The dynamic natural frequency is

a function of the natural dynamic stiffness of bearings and its

supporting mass.The dynamic stiffnesses of bearings may be

considered as a constant under the minute displacement condition

for a specific structure. Hence, the equation of motion may be

obtained and solved just as a mass-spring system.

2. The Model of Guide Static Error Motion

Fig.(2-1) shows a general configuration of movable slides with

12 EPG pads. A frame of reference coordinates (X',Y',Z') is

connected to the slide and another coordinate system (X,Y,Z) is

fixed on the unmovable guide which is superposed with frame

(X',Y',Z') when the slide is at its equilibrium position.

he

z'
Z

y y'
~

0 ~[

0

0 ~[

a:

12 EP G pads.

two translations in t

x~

X

2

y y~

Fig.(2-1) The slide with
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directions of the Y-axis and Z-axis and three rotations about the

X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis were considered from the structure

characteristic of the slide. It is assumed that the movable slide

has a displacement dTy in the direction of the Y-axis, the

translational transformation matrix corresponding to the bearings

is [2]

Trans(O,dTY,O>=[ ~
0 0

d~Y]1 0 (2-1)0 1
0 0

and a displacement dTz in the direction of the Z-axis, the

translational transformation matrix corresponding to the bearings

is [2]

TranS(O,O,dT,>=[ ~
When the movable slide

o
1
o
o

has

(2-2)

about the X-axis by an angle

«, the relative position between any bearing and unmovable guide

will change. The rotational transformation matrix is [2]

Rot (X, "l =[ ~
0 0 nc« -s« (2-3)s« c«
0 0

and a rotation about the Y-axis by an angle IJ, the rotational

transformation matrix corresponding to the bearings is [2]

[ c~
0 slJ nRat(Y, ~l= _~~ 1 0 (2-4)0 c(3
0 0

and a rotation about the Z-axis by an angle 7, the rotational

transformation matrix corresponding to the bearings is [2]

rr -S7 0

~ ]Rot(Z, '1)= s~ C7 0 (2-5)
0 1

0 0 0

where the abbreviations c«=cos«, s«=sin«, clJ=coslJ, SIJ=si~,
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c;=cos; and s;=sin; are used. It is assumed that the coordinate of

the centre point of any bearing is (x~ y~ zn
~ ~ ~

(i=1, 2,······,12)

in the movable frame fixed on the movable slide and are

(x. , y. , z .) in the coordinate system connected with the unmovable
~ ~ ~

guide, after the position of the movable slide changes, the

coordinate of the centre point of any bearing in the fixed frame

(X, Y, Z) is

{;:H ~

H:

a
1
a
a

a
1
a
a

a
a
1
a

sfJ
a

cfJ
a

a
1
a
a

-s;
c;
a
a

a
a
1
a

a
a
1
a

a
c«
Set

a

a
-Set

c«
a

(i=1,2,······,12) (2-6)

The deviation between any bearing and the unmovable guide is

T T(dx. dy. dz.) =(x.-x~ y.-y~ z.-z~)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

(2-7)

Furthermore, the possible rotation angles «, fJ and ; are so minute

that the elements in terms of trigonometrical function in the

matrice can be replaced by «, fJ and ; or 1 directly. Therefore,

the calculation of the coordinate of centre point in fixed frame

with different bearings can be simplified as follows

{;:H ~
a a

d~yJ[~
a a a

][~
-; a

~ ]{m
1 a 1 -« a 1 a
a 1 « 1 a a 1
a a a a 1 a a

(i=1, 2, 3, 4) (2-8)

{;:H ~
a a

d~'] [
1 a a a

JH
a fJ a

J{~1}1 a a 1 -ex a 1 a a
a 1 a ex 1 a a 1 a
a a a 0 a 1 a a 1

(i=5, 6,······,12) (2-9)
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3. The Differencial Equations of Motion of slide And the Solution

From above, the movable slide is a mechanical system with five

degrees of freedom which needs five generalized coordinates to

depict its motion. The coordinate system (X, Y, Z) of Fig(2-1)is

used again. Therefore, the differencial equations were obtained as

follows

myc+ (k1 +k2+k3+k4) yc+ (k1 +k2+k3+k4) aza.+ (k1 -k2+k3-k4) ax'1=O

mzc+ (ks+k6+k7+ks+k9+k10+k11+k12) Zc

+ (-ks+k6-k7+ka-k9+k10-k'1+k12) axf3=O

jx;+ [ (k1+k2+k3+k4) ai+ (ks+k6+k7+ka+k9+k10+k11+k12) a~] a.

+ (k1+k2+k3+k4) azyc+ (-ks-k6+k7+ka-k9-k10+k11+k12) ayZc

..
jy~+ (ks+k6+k7+ka+k9+k10+k11+k12)~

+ (-ks+k6-k7+ka-k9+k10-k11+k12) axZc

+ (-ks+k6+k7-ka-k9+k10+k11-k12) axaya.=O
..

jz'1+ (k1+k2+k3+k4)~+ (k1-k2+k3-k4) axyc+ (-k1+k2-k3+k4) axaza.=O

(3-1 )

where yc and Zc are the coordinates of the mass centre of the

slide at some instant;

ki (i=1, 2,------,12) are the complex stiffness of 12

bearings;

m is the mass of the slide; j x, j y and j z are three

moments of inertia corresponding to three coordinate axes;

ax, ay and az are the vertical distances from the

bearings to three coordinate axes;

yc and Zc are the accelerations of the mass centre along

5



with the Y-axis and Z-axis respectively;

Cl, (3 and 1 are the angle accelerations of the rigid body

rotation about the X-axis, the Y-axis and the Z-axis

respectively.

For simplicity, it is assumed that ke=k1+k2+k3+k4, kq=k1-k2+k3-k4,

kf=ks+k6+k7+ka+k9+k10+k11 +k12,

kl=-ks+k6-k7+ka-k9+k10-k11 +k12, and

kh=-ks-k6+k7+ka-k9-k10+k1 1+k12,

kj =-ks+k6+k7-ka-k9+k10+k11-k12

are made and then the equations (3-1) become

mZc+k£zc+khayCl+~ax(3=O

jx;+{kea~+kfa:)Cl+keazyc+khayzc+kjaxay(3-kqaxaz1=0 (3-2)

jy(3+kfa~+~axzc+kjaxayCl=O

jZ1+k~7+kqaxyc-kqaxaZCl=0

In the form of matrice, it reads

m 0 0 0 0 yc ke 0 keaz 0 kqax yc..
0 m 0 0 0 Zc 0 kf khay klax 0 Zc

0 0 jx 0 0 keaz khay 2 2 kj axay -kqaxaz =0Cl + keaz+kfay Cl

0 0 0 jy 0 0 klax kjaxay 2 0 (3(3 kfax

0 0 0 o j z kqax 0 -kqaxaz 0 2
1 keax 7

(3-3)

which are abbreviated to

[M] {X}+[K] {X}=O (3-4)

Because the slide with EPG bearings can be considered as a

mass-spring system, the free vibration solution is known to be

{X}={A}ejwt [3] and then {X} =_w2 {A}ejwt • After the solutions are

substituted into equation (3-4) which has been premultiplied by

the inverse of the mass matrix [M]-', the equation becomes

( [M] -1 [K] _w2 [I] ) {A} =0

or ([M] -1 [K] -;>.[1]) {A}=O

6
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2where ~=w .

By means of a computer program which can be used to solve the

eigenvalues, the dynamic natural frequency can be obtained. If

det ( [Mr' [K] -~ [I]) of equation (3-6) is expanded, a polynomial of

the 5th degree in ~ will be obtained. Because the degree of the

polynomial is more than four, only the numerical solution can be

gained.

4. The Analytical solution of Three-Degree-of-Freedom System

Provided that under some concrete conditions the five

expressions of equation (3-1) are not completely coupled to each

other for example the translations in the directions of the Y-axis

and Z-axis are independent of the rotations about the X-axis,

Y-axis and Z-axis, the five-degree-of-freedom system can be

simplified into a three-degree-of-freedom system for three

rotations, and two translations will are dealt with independently

if they are not coupled such as the computation example shown in

section 5 and two translations will are dealt with togather in the

same way as the following three-degree of freedom system if they

are coupled. From this simplification the first two rows and the

first two columns in the coefficient matrice of equation (3-3) are

taken off, and then the following form of equation is acquired.

o
jy

o

o ]{~} rea~+kfa~o f3 + kjaxay

jz 1 -kqaxaz o

-kqaXaZ]{Cl}o f3 =0
2keax 1

(4-1)

Equation (4-1) can be abbreviated and derived to the same form as

the equation (3-6). The coefficient determinant of equation (4-1)

7



is zero to satisfy equation (4-1) , i.e.

kea~+kfa~-:\jx kjaxay -kqaxaz
kj axay kfa~-:\jy 0 =0 (4-2)

-kqaxaz 0 kea~-:\jz

After expanding determinant (4-2), a polynomial of the third

degree in :\ is derived.

aA3+bA2+c:\+d=O

where a=-jxjyjz;

b k 2 .. k 2 .. k 2 .. k 2 ..= eaz] y] z+ fay] y] z+ fax] x] z+ &ax] x] yi

kek 2 2. k2 2 2. k2 2 2. kek 2 2.c=- faxaz] z- eaxaz] y- faxay] z- faxay] y

kek 4. t..~ 2 2. k2 2 2.- fax]x+h9axaz]y+ jaxay]z;

d=k~f~ai+keki~a~-kf~~ai-kekj~a~.

According to the cardan formulas [4], the solution is

(4-3)

A3=r,0 f+j! f )'+ (t) 3+r,0f-!( f) '+ (t)3- 3~

(4-4)

-1+i~ -1-i~where r,= 2 ; r2= 2 ;

c 1 (b)2 (b)3 be d
p=--~ - . q=2 """'5"'="" ---+-.a ~ a' ~a 3a2 a

The discriminant of the roots is

(4-5)

If A>O, a real root and two complex roots will be gained;

A=O, three real roots among which two are equal; A<O, three

8



different real roots.

5. A Computation Example

,..----+---------...-+----.

1E--+---2ax1--+---11

1---......--------

119
,

2~[ Y y'W'O 'I-

az X'2ay
0 X

h 11 7[W12

""--_--+- . -+-_----01

Fig. (5-1) The slide structure with 9 EPG pads

A computation example is given in this section. As shown in

Fig. (5-1) the same stiffness [k=1 08 (N/m)] is assumed for all of

the bearings. The origin of reference coordinate system(X',Y',Z')

is superposed with the mass centre of the slide.The other

conditions which have been known are that the mass of the slide

m=250 (kg), the moment of inertia jx=34. 2 (kg o m2
), jy=6. 1 (kg o m2

),

jz=31.9 (kg o m2
), the centre distance of the bearings 9 and 10 or 5

and 6 2ax1=O.38 (m), the centre distance of the bearings 11 and 12

9



2ax2=0.176 (m), the centre distance of the bearings 9 and 11 or 10

and 12 2ay=0 . 23 (m), the distance between the Y-axis and the

bearing 1 or 2 az=-0.1 (m). According to the equation (3-1) and

above conditions the following equations are obtained:

myc+2kyc+2kaz«=0

mzc+7kzc-kay«=0

j x;+ (2ka:+7ka:) «+2kazyc-kayZc=0

jy~+(4ka~'+2ka~2)~=0

j Z'1+2ka;, '1=0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(5-1)

In the equation (5-1), expressions (a), (b) and (c) are

coupled and must be solved in the form of simultaneous equations,

and the equations of (d) and (e) are not coupled and can be solved

as a single degree of freedom system respectively. If (a), (b) and

(c) are writen in the form of matrix, then

[~
o
m

o

..

~ ]{~:}+[ ~k
j x« 2kaz

o
7k

-kay

2kaz

-kay

2ka:+7ka:

(5-2)

Equation (5-2) can also be abbreviated and derived to the same

form as the equation (3-6). The coefficient determinant of the

equation (5-2) is zero to satisfy it, i.e.

2k-Am 0 2kaz
o 7k-Affi -kay =0

2kaz -kay 2ka~+7ka;-Ajx

(5-3)

After expanding determinant (5-3), a polynomial of the third

degree in A is derived, i.e.

aA3+bA2+CA+d=0 (5-4)

where a=-m2jx; b=9kmjx+2ka~2+7ka~m2;

10



2. 2 2 2 2 3 2c=-14k Jx-62k aym-14k azm; d=96k aYe

From expression (4-4) the eigenvalues were calculated as the

following results,

;\,=2806303; ;\2=239638; ;\3=883225.9.

According to the expressions (d) and (e) of the equation (5-1)

the following expressions were obtained, i.e.

2 2 fi#;\ 4 = 4kax ~ +2kax2 ; >.5= 2J,taX1.
Jy Jz

After the known parameters were substituted, the other two

eigenvalues were gained, i.e.

~=262111S; >.5=226332.3.

The corresponding dynamic natural radian frequencies are

w1=167S.2; w2=489.S; w3=939.8; w4=1618.99; wS=47S.7 (rad/s).

Because of f=w/21f, the corresponding dynamic natural frequencies

are

f1=266.6; f2=77.9; f3=149.6; f4=2S7.7; fS=7S.7 (Hz).

where f1, f2 and f3 were gained from the coupled model (a), (b),

(c) of equation (5-1), which means that when the exciting

frequency coincides with one of three dynamic natural frequencies

the vibration of the slide will generally occur in the directions

of Y-axis and Z-axis and rotation about the X-axis

simultaneously. For f4 and fS, vibration only respectively occur

in the directions of rotation about the Y-axis (~) and Z-axis (7).

6. Discussion and Conclusions

On the results derived in the previous sections, we can remark

and conclude as follows:

(1). Although the calculation of the static deviation has been

1 1



simplified, only one of the results dx, dy and dz is used

with the different bearings such as only dy is considered to

the bearings (1, 2, 3, 4) and dz to the bearings (5,

6,······, 12) and dx won't be used on the special structure;

(2). Because the highest degree of a algebraic equation which can

be solved analytically is four, only the numerical solution

can be gained if the movable slide is considered as a

five-degree-of-freedom system. Otherwise, a necessary

simplification must be done to obtain the analytic solution;

(3). The stability analysis for the mechanical system must be done

in the design stage. That means that the dynamic natural

frequencies of the system need to be far away from the

excitation frequencies to prevent the mechanical system from

resonance.This can be reached through the adjustment of the

mass, the moments of inertia of the moyable slide and the

bearing stiffness;

(4). It will take longer time that the mass, moments of inertia of

the slide and the bearing stiffness are adjusted to design a

five degree of freedom system slide structure by the

calculation of the dynamic natural frequencies which won't be

allowed to coincide with the exciting frequencies, because

the more the coupled model, the more complicated the

infleunce between the parameters. It will take shorter time

that they are adjusted as a three-degree-of-freedom system

and two single degree of freedom systems respectively.

(5). From the computation example it is clear that when the mass

and moments of inertia of the slide and the bearing stiffness

needs to be adjusted the change of the bearing siffness is

12



more convenient than that of the mass and moments of the

slide if the sizes and shape of the mechanical structure are

limited.
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